
5/5 Excellent
Donte W.
Jul 2, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

Relaxing

The property was private enough to make you feel like only a few others existed, but close enough to the action.
The house is clean,spacious, and absolutely gorgeous. Our host Erin is incredible. She was on point for our
every need, and went out of her way to make sure we were comfortable.

Stayed 4 nights in Jun 2023
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Response from VrboOwner on Jul 4, 2023

Thank you for being such wonderful guests and leaving everything so clean AND turning the AC’s off!!!! Happy 50 🥂

5/5 Excellent
Maxine G.
May 30, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

THE BEST STAY EVER!

Beautiful, lovely, well stocked. Looking out the Caribbean Sea - the most awesome daily views ever. Well
stocked house and clean. Lots of room for everyone. Please be aware that you will need a car or a driver
because of the rugged terrain.



Stayed 5 nights in May 2023

5/5 Excellent
Maria E.
Apr 3, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

ST CROIX BEST EVER

We are a group of 8 friends who stayed for the week. Mike and Erin are fantastic hosts for this beautiful home.
They were available for any of our needs at any time. We loved the house, the view, the area and would return in
a heartbeat. Thank you Mike
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Stayed 7 nights in Mar 2023

5/5 Excellent
scott s.
Mar 24, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

St Paddy’s Getaway

House was great, beautiful views of Buck Island. We had a few issues that are not unexpected when staying on
the island and Mike and Erin were very responsive and accommodating. I would definitely recommend staying
here.
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Stayed 10 nights in Mar 2023

5/5 Excellent
Kimberly M.
Mar 9, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

Cheers to 50 years!

My parents were celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary and we surprised them with a week in St. Croix.
After spending many hours googling and researching places to stay that would accommodate our party of 12
(age ranges from 18-75) we decided on Whispering Palms in Cotton Valley. The house was exactly as listed and
our hosts Erin and Mike were great! The email they sent us about the island was super helpful and I found myself
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checking their information often! The house itself was super equipped and spotless! We had an issue with a leak
in the bathroom and Mike was responsive and took care of it immediately! They were even gracious enough to
let us stay longer than anticipated because our travel plans were delayed due to weather conditions back home.
It’s important to know that you’re on the side of a mountain and the driveway is steep. The bottom part is not
paved and is a little bumpy but thats to be expected and you can’t get these views otherwise! We watched the
sun rise and the moon set almost daily! You’re close to Ziggys and Point Udall and about 15 minutes away from
downtown Christiansted. I would highly recommend this property for anyone looking for a quiet, relaxing place for
a large group! We’re already planning our trip back!

Stayed 6 nights in Feb 2023

5/5 Excellent
Megan B., United States
Feb 28, 2023

See less
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Liked: Cleanliness

Great for big families and kids!

We had the best time staying in this home! The yard was nice and big for our kids..we played bags everyday!
There was plenty of room for 6 adults and 3 children (3 separate families). The lower level was nice to be able to
split up when we needed to. It is not connected to the upper level, but wasn't a big deal for us. The homeowner,
Erin, gave detailed instructions to the residence and also a document giving us restaurant and activity details
(names of restaurants, beaches, how to get around). Erin replied so quickly whenever there was a problem or
question. We also used their sailing services one morning. If you have a chance to do so, we highly recommend
it-book with Sandy Toes Sailing! The house is older, so there were a few problems that go with that, but nothing
that made our stay a deal breaker or made it a problem to stay there. If we needed help, an answer was given
quickly and efficiently. The house and views were as pictured. The view off the balconies (there are 2!) were
absolutely breathtaking! If we get a chance, we would stay here again in a heartbeat. Thanks for a great
vacation!



Stayed 7 nights in Feb 2023

5/5 Excellent
Michael M.
Feb 12, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

Fantastic location

This house has a killer view of Buck Island and the ocean. Worked out well for a group of 12 Owners very
responsive

See less
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Stayed 11 nights in Jan 2023

5/5 Excellent
Joan F.
Jan 18, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

Perfect Location and Space for Older Children to Spread Out

Great location. Quiet area of the island. Close to Ziggy's, Castaways, and Point UDall. Love the split occupancy
for privacy when traveling with adult children. We had our privacy, kitchen, and the girls had space too. Erin and
Mike are responsive to any issue too. Oh! Check out their sailing options!!!
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Stayed 16 nights in Dec 2022

5/5 Excellent
Graven C.
Jan 4, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

Terrific Property

We had a wonderful time on St. Croix. The house has an incredible view, including Buck Island, and it is well
equipped for a family stay. We would definitely stay here again. The owners were attentive and easy to
communicate with, too. The only information a future tenant should know is the driveway is gravel, so a jeep is
the preferred vehicle during your stay.
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Stayed 7 nights in Dec 2022


